
A CONTRIBUTION TO RENEWAL THEORY1

JOHN LAMPERTI

1. Statement of results. Suppose that Xit i = \,2, • • -, are inde-

pendent, identically distributed positive random variables and that

Si are their partial sums, 5o = 0. The random variables

(1.1) Yt = t- max{Si\Siút}

represent in renewal theory the elapsed lifetimes of the "item in use"

at time t. The limiting behavior of Y% as t—* °° has been extensively

studied; if ju = £(X¿) < oo, Yt itself has a limiting distribution [8; 2]

while if p= oo, the generalized arc-sine laws emerge as the possible

limit distributions of Yt/t [2; 6]. It may be remarked that Yt forms

a Markov process with right-continuous path functions.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze similarly the limiting be-

havior of two other random variables associated with the sequence

{Xi} ; they are

(1.2) Mt = sup Fr    and    Tx = minjr | FT ^ x).
Tit

Thinking of Yt as a Markov process, these are the maximum of the

path functions up to time / and the first-passage time from 0 to x,

respectively. In the renewal interpretation Mt probably has the

greater interest; it represents the maximum lifetime observed up to

time t, with the final incomplete lifetime Yt an admissible candidate.

There is a simple relation between the distributions of Mt and Tx,

namely

(1.3) Pr(r, < t) = Vr{Mt > x),

which means that only one of them need be considered at first to gain

information about both. It will be convenient for us to study Tx

primarily. In both statements and proofs an important role is again

played by slowly varying functions.2

Let F{x) = Pr(X,^x), and assume 7"(x)<l for every x<oo. The

asymptotic behavior of Tx is as follows.

Theorem  1.  Provided that either p = E{X,) < oo,  or p= <x>   and
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2 A positive function L(x) is slowly varying if L(cx)/L(x)—»1 as x—*» for every

OO [4].
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1 — F(x) —x~1L(x) with L(x) slowly varying, there exists an increasing

function b(x) such that

(1.4) lim Vr[Tx g b(x)t] = 1 - e~'.
X—»00

In the first case b(x) may be taken to be p [l — F(x) ]~l. However, in order

that

(1.5) lim Pr(TxS xt) = H(t)
Z-»«o

shall exist with H(t) a nondegenerate distribution function, it is neces-

sary and sufficient that l — F(x)=x~aL(x) with 0<a<l and L(x)

slowly varying.3 If this is the case, then H(t) =Ha(t) is the distribution

with Laplace transform

(1.6) Êa(\) =   f   e-x'dHa(t) = |l + X j    y-"e^l-^dy

7/a = 0, (1.5) and (1.6) are still valid.

With the aid of (1.3) we can easily deduce from Theorem 1 some

properties of Mt.

Theorem 2. Whenever (1.4) holds,

(1.7) \imVr[Mtúb-1(t/x)] = e~*.

There is a nondegenerate distribution G(x) such that

(1.8) lim Pr(Jkf, g tx) = G(x)

if and only if 1 — F(x) = x~aL (x) with 0 < a < 1 and L(x) slowly varying ;

if this is the case, then

(1.9) G(x) = Ga(x) = 1 - Ha(\/x).

Remarks. Relation (1.7) can be transformed in certain cases. For

instance, if 1 — F(x)~ax~a as x—><» for some ct> 1, b(x) can be taken

to be exactly p,a~lxa and (1.7) becomes by a change of variable

(1.10) lim Vr[Mt g (at/ß)llay] = exp(-y-»), y ^ 0.

If instead 1 — F(x)~aexp [ — (x")], a>0, we obtain

* This same condition occurs in the studies of Yt/t referred to above, and in many

additional places in the asymptotic theory of Markov and renewal processes; it

implies that Xi belongs to the domain of attraction of a stable law.
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(1.11) lim Pr[M" ^ log(at/At) + y] = exp(-e ").
(-.00

These distributions are also limit distributions for the maximum

term in a sequence of n independent, identically distributed random

variables [3]. This shows that the cases with ju< oo in Theorems 1

and 2 are rather obvious. The (random) number Nt of renewals be-

fore time t is approximately t/p. in this situation; if this number were

known exactly and if it were not necessary to impose the condition

S^tut, (1.4) and its consequences would be immediate. While (1.4)

could no doubt be proved rigorously along these lines, we shall use

another approach which handles the cases p.<<x> and p= oo in a

unified way.

Some properties of the laws 77a(¿) and a method of inverting (1.6)

are discussed in §3. A few moments, of course, are readily obtained

from (1.6) and it is not difficult to show also that when 1—7"(x)

= x~aL{x), a<\,

C" 1
(1.12) lim E{Tx/x) =  \    tdEJJ) = -,

X-»oo J o 1   —  Oí

/. oo                                                                 O
t2dHa{t) = --—--•

o                       (1 — a)¿(2 — a)

Similar results for higher moments could also be obtained.

These problems and, in a general way, the method of attacking

them were suggested by work of Karlin and McGregor [5], who stud-

ied the maximum functional for birth-and-death processes. The au-

thor is also deeply indebted to G. Latta, to whose suggestions the

results of the last section are due.

2. Proof of the theorems. We start with the generating function

of Tx, and use the customary "renewal" argument. That is, if Xi>x,

then e~XTx = e~%x, while if Xi^x the process starts over at time Xi,

Tx having received in advance a contribution of X\. This gives

E(e-xr«) = e-xx[i _ prx)] _|_  f  E{e-^T'+y^)dF{y).
^ o

Solving we obtain

(2.1) E{e-*T*) -
g-xx[! _ prx-)]

—  J    e-Xy,
J o

dF{y)
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Introducing an unspecified normalizing function b(x) and integrating

by parts in the denominator yields

(2.2) r eXxlbM Cx r n T1

To obtain (1.4), we put

fX[l-F(y)]dy
(2.3) b(x) = —-,

1 - F(x)

and assume for the moment that

(2.4) lim -^— = 0.
*->» ¿>(x)

Then the exponential terms in the right-hand side of (2.2) tend to

one, the second one uniformly over the range of integration, and

(2.5) lim E(e-XT*">M) = (1 + X)"1.
X—¥ 00

In view of the continuity theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes transforms

(2.5) implies (1.4), which therefore holds whenever b(x) as defined in

(2.3) satisfies (2.4). This must be so if p<°o1 for then 1— F(x)

= o(l/x) and fâ [l — F(y)]dy = p.. In case 1 —F(x) =x-1Z,(x) andp = °o,

we argue as follows:

x L(x) L(x)

77T=—-^     .. -> 1>«>0,b(x)
y~lL(y)dy 1    y~1L(y)dy

o J tX

since the integrand is non-negative. The last expression is the same as

L(x)Iflt~1L(xt)dt, and it is a property of slowly varying functions that

the convergence of L(cx)/L(x) to 1 is uniform if x is bounded from 0

and from »   [4]. We thus obtain

x              1
lim sup-g ->

1—»     b(x)       log 1/e

and since e is arbitrarily small this gives (2.4). The first part of Theo-

rem 1 is established.

To study the validity of (1.5) we put ô(x)=x in (2.2), and find,

again by the continuity theorem, that (1.5) holds if and only if
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f  [1 - F{y)]e^y'xdy
J o

(2.6) lim ■-:- exists, X > 0,
i->» x[l — F{x)\

is not ^0, and is o(X_1) as X—>0. Provided 1 — F{x) =x~"L{x), a<i,

(2.6) becomes
i
rae~uL{xt)dtfJ o

lim -
L{x)

and by a theorem in [l], this limit does exist and equals Jlt~"e~'Kidt.

This is bounded as X—>0 so E{e~XTxlx) converges to the transform of a

distribution, proving sufficiency in the second part of Theorem 1.

For the converse, begin with (2.6) in the form

/»i J"l — F{xt)]- e~udt exists, X > 0.
o     1 - Fix)

f«/o

In (2.7) we have the Laplace-Stieltjes transforms of the increasing

functions

■» [1 - F{xt)]
-irr1 dt = Kx{y), y á 1.

'o      1 - F{x)

Since e~Xí is bounded below on [0, l] for fixed X, the existence of the

limit in (2.7) implies first that Kx{\) is bounded as x—>oo and so also

that Kx{y) converges. It follows that we are justified in putting X = 0

in (2.6) and obtain a positive limit. If now f{x)=fg[l—F{y)]dy, we

have

,.     */'(*)
hm-= c exists.

¡C-.00  f{x)

By Theorem 2 of [7]4 it follows that /(x) =xcL{x), and these facts

together give

/'(*) = 1 - F{x) = x~«Li{x)

with a = i—c and ¿i(x) another slowly varying function. If a^ 1, we

have seen in the first part of the proof that b{x) is larger order than x;

a cannot be negative and a = 0 leads to a degenerate distribution.

Hence 0<a<l, and the proof of necessity is complete.

The convergence of moments stated in (1.12) and (1.13) does not, of

* This theorem is stated in terms of #—»0; the proof applies without change to the

case x—* ».
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course, follow from what has been proved so far, but can be demon-

strated by very similar methods. Differentiating (2.2) with b(x)=x

yields

(2.8) E(Tx/x) =
rJ o

[1 - F(y)]dy

x[l - F(x)]

In case 1 — F(x) —x~aL(x), (2.8) implies (1.12) by, for instance, an-

other use of Theorem 2 of [7]. With slightly more labor, the second

and higher asymptotic moments can be evaluated in the same way.

A few remarks will suffice for Theorem 2. First, (1.3) follows from

the identity of the events Tx<t and Mt>x; this in turn depends

on right-continuity of the (random) function Yt. (The strict in-

equalities are essential if (1.3) is to be valid in all cases.) The use of

(1.3) to convert (1.4) into (1.7) and (1.5) into (1.9) is both simple and

familiar; the resulting limit statements hold at all continuity points

of the original limit distribution. (In fact, as we shall see, the distribu-

tions Ha(t) are continuous except in the case a = 0.) Finally, we com-

ment that (1.10) could be slightly generalized by including a slowly

varying function in the asymptotic expression for 1 — F(x).

3. The distribution Ha(t). The functions Ha(t) are determined at

continuity points by (1.6) and the requirement that they be non-

decreasing. We rewrite (1.6) in the form

a—X /» 1 Q— X

(3.1) -Ha(X) + I    e-x*x-"dxHa(\) =-,
X J o X

and observe that since

„-X x g 1,

X >   1,
(3.2) — =        e-x*df(x),       /(x)= \

X       J o Kx — 1,

both terms on the left in (3.1) are products of Laplace-Stieltjes trans-

forms. Inverting therefore leads to Stieltjes convolutions:

(3.3) j   Ha(t - x)df(x) + f Ha(t - x)dga(x) = f(x),

where ga(x) =/0min x'xy-"dy. li t&l (3.3) becomes

(3.4) f Ha(y)(t - y)-»dy = 0,

while for />!,
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(3.5) f     Ha{y)dy +  f    Ha{y){i - y)-dy - t - 1 - /(/).
" 0 " (-1

Introducing the fractional integration operator

1     /"
/<«¿?({) = - I    i?(x)(< - x)"-ldx,

(3.4) becomes r(l— a)Il~aHa{t) =0 for i^l from which we obtain

(apply Ia to both sides) that Ha{t)—0, <ál. (This is obvious from

the probabilistic context.) On the other hand, (3.5) can be written as

(3.6) r(l - a)P-"Ha{t) =f{t) +  f     Ha{y){{t - y)- - l}dy, t> 1.
•/ o

From this equation Ha{t) can be computed step-by-step, for the right-

hand side depends on knowledge of Ha{y) only for y^t— 1. For in-

stance, since 77a(y)=0 for y^l the last term in (3.6) vanishes if

l^/^2. Therefore, in that interval,

IHa{t) -—--/«*/(<)
//«

x)"-1(x — l)dx

r(i - a) r(«)r(i - a)

from which we obtain

sin7ra
(3.7) HaO) =-(< - 1)" for 1 g ¿ g 2.

7ra

The general formula is, for t — 2,

sin ira 1 d   , ,
(3.8) /7a(0 =-«-1)« + —--— {/«««)},

7ra; 1 (1 — a)   a/

where g(¿) is the last term in (3.6), zero if t — 2.

It seems difficult to carry out an explicit calculation of 77a(/) for

all /. Nevertheless the iterative scheme yields some more information:

77„(¿) is absolutely continuous for all «G(0, 1), and its density ha{t) is

continuous for t^l. The proof is not difficult; the statements follow

from (3.7) for t<2. If Ha is continuous up to t —1/2, say, it is readily

verified that g must be twice continuously differentiable up to t.

From (3.8) then follows that 77« exists and is continuous up to t

except for the infinity at t—i. Continuing in steps of 1/2 (or any

amount between 0 and 1) the existence and continuity of 77„' {t) is

proved for all t> 1. Absolute continuity follows since (3.7) shows that

there is no discontinuity of 77a at /= 1.
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ON THE INTERTWINING NUMBER THEOREM

ADAM KLEPPNER

Let Gi and G2 be open subgroups of the separable locally compact

group ® and let L and M be unitary representations of G\ and G2

respectively. For each x and y in G the indices of the subgroup Hx,v

= x~lG]x(~\y~lG2y in x_1Gix and in y_1G2y depend only on the d: G2

double coset to which xy~1 belongs. Let 2)/ denote the set of all G%: G2

double cosets for which both these indices are finite and let 3) denote

the set of all d: G2 double cosets. Let 3(£, M ; x, y) denote the inter-

twining number of the representations s—>Lxsx-1 = Lx and s—>Mvsy-1

= Mv3 of Hx<y. The Intertwining Number Theorem of Mackey [l,

Theorem 3'] states the following:

(1) S(L, M; x, y) depends only on the G\: G2 double coset D to

which xy~l belongs and may be denoted by §(£, M; D) ;

(2) 23  3(L, M; D) Ú 3(UL, UM) ̂ 23 3<£, M; D) ;
D€% Be35

(3) if L and M are 1-dimensional then $(UL, UM) =   23  3(¿> M; D).
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